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would have borne off the palm. It was Impossible to
conceive more splendid specimens of humanity than
the rank and file. Tall in stature, broad in chest, they
looked what in physique they really were, supermen
from another world. Unfortunately the self-control
of some of these giants was in inverse ratio to their
bodily proportions. Of certain individuals among
them, almost it might be said that the finer the body
the less the restraint of the mind over its actions.
If their courage was divine, their lack of moral instinct
seemed inhuman. No doubt they were the exceptions
and not, the rule : but their misdeeds sadly tarred the
reputation of the A.I.F. It is always so in congrega-
tions of men : the majority suffer in reputation from
the sins of the few. There seemed sometimes no form
of temptation, however repulsive, which one type of
Australian could resist. He wasted his colossal rate
of pay upon pleasures rejected by cleaner-minded men.
The fault was not wholly his: for Egypt pandered
gladly to his grosser appetites. Unused to restraint,
he did not understand why military authority should
preach morality to the troops. He had left Australia
to fight, not to listen to the teaching of a Sunday
school. Instances of serious crime committed by
Australian soldiers, mad with drink and licence,
increased. It would have been better if the Australian
Imperial Forces had applied to the first offenders the
drastic penalties which elsewhere pursued an incor-
rigible soldier. The moral rot would have been
stopped. But public opinion in Australia was averse to
the infliction by military authority of severe punish-
ment. Thus the opportunity was lost, and the reputa-
tion of the A.I.F. unjustly clouded by the vicious
follies of a few.1 But save for these few individuals
1 Not until March 1915 did the A.I.F. take decided action. They
determined then to repatriate a number of the worst offenders. So
anxious was authority in no wise to stamp the men as undesirables,

